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Good morning, everyone. Today I’m going to present our QoS work in the new emerging storage technology, i.e. OSD. The title of my talk is “QoS provisioning framework for OSD-based storage system”. This is a joint work with Prof. David Du and Thomas Ruwart at Digital Technology Center Intelligent Storage Consortium. This work is supported by StorageTek, Veritas, Engenio and Sun Microsystems through their memberships in the University of Minnesota DTC Intelligent Storage Consortium (DISC). 
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Now let’s look at the outline of my talk. First I’ll describe the motivation of this work. Then I’ll talk about the setting of the osd-based systems and the potential QoS requirements for applications accessing OSD storage device. We then present our proposed extension of OSD protocol to specify the QoS requirements such that the applications’ QoS requirements are reflected in the OSD protocols. We then discuss the QoS enforcement on the object device, that is the implementation of QoS by scheduling the resource and requests in the target. We then describe our current on-going work, which is a follow-on work to the Intel’s OSD reference implementation bur incorporate our network-aware scheduling scheme into the object storage. Finally we conclude our talk and leave a few minutes for questions.



Motivation

OSD is an emerging storage technology
Different applications require different 
Performance guarantees: bandwidth, 
response time, throughput, etc.
OSD has its new features:

Objects in OSD carries application semantics
OSD has knowledge of its storage condition
OSD can probe network conditions
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Now let’s look at the new trends and examine the potentials these trends bring us. As we know, object storage device is an emerging storage technology. It exploits the ubiquity of networking technology especially the TCP/IP so initiators can access it from anywhere and any time. It also exploits the increasing intelligence in storage devices that can offload the storage management from host operating system and provides an “object-level access” to its clients. By decoupling the control path from data path, object storage devices provide better performance, scalability and data sharing. Compared with traditional “block-level storage” or file-level storage, object storage differs in three ways: 1)object storage has better knowledge of its storage component since it’s a tightly coupled with it. 2) it has better knowledge of the network condition since it has network connection and has power to collect network information 3)most importantly, it has the knowledge of the object semantics, by way of extended attributes. This is because the object storage manages the object. As object storage stores data object and shared by clients with different characteristics like network bandwidth, performance requirements, it motivates us to examine the QoS provisioning in this environment. What’s the framework like and how to provide QoS. We’re trying to shed some light in this area.   



A Typical OSD-Based Storage
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Here is the typical setting of an object-based storage system. On the left side, we see Clients (also called initiators) with different applications running. These applications access the data object in the remote object devices. The commonly used network infrastructure is TCP/IP network, which as we know, is ubiquitous. Metadata server stores the metadata information and provides security mechanism such as access control. OSD devices provide the object access to its clients. It manages the storage allocation itself and offers object-level access to its clients. There are two common object access protocols. One is the SNIA OSD specification, which is basically an extension to the SCSI protocol, providing object-level access, such as object device formatting, create root object, partition object, user object collection object, read/write object, read/write attributes, etc. This protocol is encapsulated into iSCSI PDU and transferred on top of TCP/IP protocol. The other effort is the Lustre project which has its own protocol built on RPC to provide the interactions between the OSC/OST,MDC/MDS. The underlying transport can be TCP/IP, Infiniband, Giganet, ServerNet etc. 



Why QoS in OSD?

Application requirement
Initiator SLA requirement (storage 
consolidation)
Network resource limitation
Storage resource limitation
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Now we look at why we care about QoS in OSD. The key observation is that the storage access client and the data repository and provider are separate. Unlike the traditional server machine where the host application and the attached storage devices are tightly coupled, thus the application can have good control. In an OSD scenario, the gap between a client and the storage device are connected with a shared, uncontrolled network, with very dynamic characteristics. The network bandwidth is limited as compared to the request of the data flowing through it. In addition, the storage device is also shared by very different applications from different initiators. These applications also have quite different performance requirements, in a word, different applications requires differentiated service to them. Or different quality of services. This has constituted a fundamental requirement for applications in these environment. In addition, the storage consolidation is also an trend, not only applications, a corporate user may also impose the QoS requirements. With the limited resource in both network and storage device, it is imperative to design mechanisms to specify and enforce the QoS. 



Applications with QoS Needs

Real-time applications
Mainly in streaming application
Guarantee timely delivery 
Soft vs. hard time guarantee
Often retrieve data periodically

Interactive applications
Requires latency guarantees

Best effort applications
Throughput, e.g. FTP application
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Let’s look at the QoS requirements from applications:There are typical three classes of applications:The first is the real-time applications.The second is the interactive applications,The third is the best-effort applications.



Related Work

Network QoS
Real-time storage scheduling
Feedback-control mechanism
Network dynamics study
The emerging of object storage device
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In fact, there are already a lot work in the QoS study in both the network and storage arena.In the network arena, as the video-on-demand streaming applications, voice over IP, etc. emerge, it’s extremely important for the network to provide distinguished service for different network flows. Thus InterServ and Differential Service were proposed. InterServ provides per-flow service guarantee, however, it has poor scalability since the states need to be maintained in the intermediate routers. Differential service provides better scalability, but poor guarantee for per flow.Since multi-media data are usually very large and stored in storage, disk scheduling becomes very important to guarantee different QoS requirements are satisfied. There are three types of scheduling: cycle-based and deadline-based. Examples of deadline based include EDF, SCAN-EDF. Bubble-up, round-robin are examples of cycle-based scheduler. Some heterogeneous scheduling is also proposed, examples like cello. In addition to these precise controller, some feedback control mechanism is used such as HP’s Façade, Triage, work. They use the control theory to adjust the input load to the system.In order to learn the network dynamics, especially available network bandwidth, there are also a number of research work conducted. The methods include active probing and passive traffic analysis. Active probing obtains the network available bandwidth by sending out a number of back-to-back packets. The network dynamics schemes can be used by object storage to learn its network session’s bandwidth dynamics.As we said, OSD is an emerging storage technology and has its own properties, our question is how to provide QoS support for different applications accessing OSD storage? How can we take advantage of the new features offered by object storage device to provide a round-trip service guarantee?



QoS Framework for OSD Access

QoS requirements
QoS specification
QoS admission control
Resource monitoring 
QoS enforcement
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To address the QoS provisioning, the following issues need to be tackled.QoS requirements: analyze the QoS requirements from an application and initiator’s point of viewQoS specification: how do these requirements are incorporated into existing OSD protocol.QoS admission control: how to regulate the requests arriving at an object device with QoS requirementsResource monitoring: monitoring the object device resource usage, probing each session’s network conditionsenforcement: schedule the resource and the requests into the storage to satisfy the QoS requirements



QoS Request Classes

Application level
Object level 
Object session level
Object operation level

Session level
Best-effort
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Now, let’s look at the QoS requirements from a client’s point of view. From a client point of view, the following are the potential QoS request classes. 



Object level

Represent inherent QoS requirement of 
a particular object, e.g. a streaming 
video object, video surveillance object 
Define a default QoS requirement for 
the object
May be overridden by explicit QoS 
specification
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This service doesn’t rely on the session or application. The default rate or bandwidth will be provided based on the object’s inherent QoS requirements.



Object Session Level

Represent the QoS requirement of data access within 
a period of time
The specified QoS requirement only applies to the 
specified time period
Application specifies the start and end of the 
“session”
Useful for applications with certain bandwidth 
requirement at certain period of time, e.g. a 
multimedia distant learning application. 
Note: this “session” is different from iSCSI Session



Operation Level

Represent QoS requirement for a particular 
operation
QoS requirement (e. g. deadline) only applies 
to the specific operation
Useful for interactive application, e.g. a 
streaming control operation, or zooming in a 
point or show a particular data point in 
scientific study, etc.
It can be treated as a special case of object 
session
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The relationship among these three qos levels. Operation level takes precedence, session level next and object level has the lowest precedence.



Session Level

Applies to an initiator session
The QoS metrics can be bandwidth, 
delay. Usually represented by SLO
Provides the default QoS requirements 
for all access across a session.
The application-level QoS takes 
precedence to session level.



Providing QoS Specification

Object-level QoS Attributes Page
Attribute 
number

Length 
(bytes)

Attributes Client 
settable

OSD 
logical 
unit

0h 40 Page ID No Yes

1h 20 Bandwidth Yes No

2h 20 Delay Yes No

3h-
FFFFFE

Reserved No
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To support QoS specification in OSD protocol, we propose to extend the OSD protocol to incorporate the OSD requirements from initiators and applications. For the inherent object-level QoS requirement, we define an QoS attribute page to specify the QoS requirement. During an object creation, its QoS attributes can be defined. It should be noted that the attributes are permanent, which will affect the QoS provisioning of this object access no matter which client, which session or which application will access it. In the attribute page, the QoS attributes are defined.



Transient QoS Attributes

Transient attributes vs. permanent 
attributes

Transient attributes only affect the current 
operation or session

Object session specification
Time to Live (TTL)
Operation Count (OC)
SessionActive switch
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The operation-level and object session level QoS requirements are temporary. Operation-level QoS only applies to the particular operation, while object session level QoS applies to the specified session. In this sense, these QoS attributes are transient, as compared to the permanent attributes which are stored in object storage device. To define an object session, there can be three ways to delimit a session. 1)The time to be lasted, 2) the number of operations, 3) explicit define the session start (sessionActive=on) and the session ends (sessionActive=off)



Setting QoS Attributes
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The left side shows how to differentiate the QoS attributes for different levels. We use the Get/Set CDBFMT in OSD protocol format (CDB part at offset 11) to identify the QoS levels. The values 10b and 11b already being used. In addition to the normal usage, we also use them to set/get the permanent QoS attributes. The 00b and 01b are used for transient QoS specification. For the transient QoS specification, an tag along with the iSCSI session ID are used to identify the QoS context. On the right, you basically see the three types of application-level QoS attributes.  



Specifying Session Level QoS 

Added new QoS parameters in iSCSI 
session.
The QoS parameters include the 
bandwidth range or delay range.

MaxBandwidth, MinBandwidth
MaxDelay, MinDelay

The QoS parameters are negotiated 
during session setup.
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As mentioned before, with storage consolidation, a corporate user can specify the QoS requirement in a coarse-grain way. Instead of application-level QoS, it may specify the service level objective for all applications. To address these, we propose to extend the iSCSI semantics to incorporate QoS requirements. The QoS requirements are incorporated into QoS parameters. These parameters are negotiated in the session setup time. The target can give the appropriate QoS based on its own load and resource available. 



QoS Enforcement Architecture

There are mainly 
seven components 
in the target to 
enforce QoS
Disk scheduling 
ensure the 
differentiation of 
different QoS 
requirements
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This shows the architecture of QoS enforcement in the object storage. There are mainly 7 components. OSD command handler: process incoming OSD commandsOSD session manager: manage the QoS in the context of object session and operationiSCSI session manager: manages iSCSI sessionsAdmission control: determine whether a session of QoS requirement can be accepted based on the requirement and resources available Resource allocator: Allocates and relinquishes resources in object storage. For example, the buffer space, network bandwidth based on QoS requirementsDisk scheduling: schedule disk operations to be performed on backend disk storage subsystem. The operations are scheduled according to their QoS requirement. This is a very important module to actually ensure the differentiation of QoS requirements from different clients. Unlike the traditional streaming request, the request size might vary a lot.Resource monitor: maintains current view of storage and network resource usage. Not only it receives resource usage information from other modules, it also can periodically actively probe the initiator to obtain the channel network bandwidth.



Reference Implementation
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Finally, let’s talk a bit about the reference implementation we’re conducting. Here shows the architecture of the reference implementation. It includes both the initiator and target (object storage device). The underlying transport is iSCSI and TCP/IP. We use the Intel’s reference implementation as a base and extend it to incorporate the QoS work we’re proposing. We have changed the OSD protocol code to incorporate the proposed QoS specification. We’re currently working on the QoS-aware disk scheduling to ensure the guarantee of round-trip QoS for clients. 



Summary

OSD provides new incentive for QoS 
provisioning
Three main QoS specification classes are 
identified
OSD protocol extended to support the 
specification of QoS requirements
Reference implementation is on-going to 
incorporate the specification and enforcement 
effort
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Finally, we conclude our talk. The key motivation for our work is the new emerging technology. We find there are new characteristics of the new technology, which provides a strong incentive for QoS provisioning in this environment. Thus we investigated the provisioning framework. We defined the main QoS requirement classes and proposed ways to extend OSD protocol to support QoS specification. We then propose the QoS framework of object storage device. To demonstrate this framework, we’re using OSD reference implementation and have incorporated the QoS specification and we’re currently working on the enforcement. Now I’m ready for questions. 



Questions?

Thanks!


